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INTRODUCTION
Initial ^eetinrs at M echpnical Technolo y Incorporated
(MTI) developed the framework for this study and provided a
broad base of information relative to the company.
Dr. E. Cherian stated the overall ffoals and objectives of
the company, and proposed certain snecific areas for pos-
sible investigation. By mutual apreenent a study was under-





1. To define the Dimensional M eas')rinr and Test
products and services business.
2. To define:
a. the market for Dimensional l^easurinp and
Test Products and services
b. The portion of that market served ly each
Division of APD
c. the portion of that market not served by
APD (specifically including L.A.B.
)
d. the other markets served by AID
e. the competition in the market
3. To investigate, analyze, a^d rnco^end ch r, n'-'r> G
to the sa 1 es approach used v y T.A. n . in its "ar-'et.
k. To describe the svnere^tic relationships wh ; ^h

a. exist now between the Divisions
b. could now be instituted
c. could be promoted bv internal growth
(specifically including L.A.B.)
d. could be promoted by acquisition.
5. To describe appropriate divestitures,
6. To analyze other problems as related to the
above objectives.
7. To recommend alternate courses of action,
ranked in order of desirability.
While the study is directed at determining synergetic
relationships in APD in the light of these objectives and
the assumption that a basic part of MTI's strategy is "the
business of growinp new businesses," considerable background
material was developed over the whole of MTI in the process.
Comments and recommendations will be found in the report
which have a bearing- on all of the specific areas initially
discussed with Dr. Cherian. These comments have been in-
cluded because elimination of all reference to activities
outside of the APD nrp-anizati on wou^d su v optimize the
investigation and conclusions drawn therefrom. Nevertheless,
owinp- to our specific charter the report is totally different
in nature from one which would have resulted fron a study of
MTI in its entirety.
While each section of this report bears on a"i "i the others,
our recommendations regarding organization are presented first.

Those recommendations proposed charp-es ••.'thin M !-• ar ; sup-
rortinp ch-inren at the corporate le^el . The r <rpose of
those r^co^^end at ions is presenter'] in the Crpari7.at.inn
Section, a^d is elaborated on in the fnllowinp sections, Tt
wi "> 1 be notod that several functions (e.p. ni flrii rict'iri nr,
~ar''et i np, etc.) were ad^ed to AFD at th r divisional level.
There were indications of lac''" of discipline in these sa"e
ar°as at the corporate i <~-vel as we 1 !. MTT should consider
providinp a corporate level of competence ns it prows and
becomes more product an^ less projoct onientod. Hi nee those
particular considerations do n^t bear on our st"dy of AID
we do not comment on the-1-1 further.
Lastly it must v e stated that we did not recognize a
1 arpe depreo of synerpy in the divisions of AI'D, or find that-
it was immediately achieveable. There are however, so^e
areas wh A ch exhibit preat^r potential than oth^-s, ann it
is in this context that our recommendations are made.

ORGANIZATION
Mechanical Technology Incorporated is built on its
strength in science and engineering. Corporate strat^p-y
is to generate and develon businesses with a hifh technology
and high quality product base from both internal and external
sources. Goals a~e 30^ growth in sales and profit per year
and a 7^ after tax profit. The present organization?"1 struc-
ture of MTI , as shown in Figure 1, consists ^f five divisions:
Research and Development , Lath?™ Products Manufacturing,
Advanced Products Division, Turbonetics Inc., and Datafiie
Systems Corporation. Finance and administration control are
centralized at the corporate level through the Finance and
Administration function. The company is under a Chief
Executive assisted by two sta r f activities - Corporate
Development and a Technical Director.
Advanced Products Division, which has been referred to
as the "incubator" , is responsi v le for developing am1 ^atuH ng
co^nanies to the point where they c?n be located at the c r-
porat^ level as st^nd alone comr^ries. Five divisions are
pres^rfy in Advanced Products Division - Poice Cages, I.A.B.,
Instrument Division, A-tomati^n Eqnio^ent Division, and Avionics
Communications Systems Incorporated. These five divisions are
all intended to be profit centers. In addition APD has two
staff functions in its structure, Ad- i ni sanative Acs ; st-nt
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positionsare vacant. The Business Develop- ent function has
been described as essentially a marketing function.
The actinr general manarer of Poice '"apes is V. Paucom
who is the division nan^per of APD. J. Newton is the "iar-
keting rnpinnper a^d has five sales personnel worv inr for hi -^
and thirty-five manufacturer's representatives handling Po^ce
Gapes products. As the maripger of en"ineerinr and manufactur-
ing"
,
Mr. Hook has two engineers under his supervision. One.
enrineer is assigned to the coordinate measurement machine
while the other is responsible for rapes. In a^itinn,
J. Kane, the manager of manufacturing, works for Mr. Ho*" 1 '.
Kane has approximately thirty-eight manufacturing people
besides about eight other such as draftsmen, clerks and
secretaries w^rkinp for him. Mr. Kane, anr> his subordinates
are located in Hyde Park, N.Y., approximately sixty-five
miles from Latham, N.Y., where the remainder of Poice Hares
employees are situated.
Instrument Division is mpn^ge^ by T^. Wilson and has
its offices locate in I^'tha- . Wilson has a product sales
men^ger, ar inside sales coordinator, an applications engineer
and a draftsman worv inr for him. Handling Instrument Division's
products are sixteen sa n es representatives of which r ne
operates in Canada and another handles exports.
Automation Equipment Division has R. Raber as its general
manager. The m^r^eti^g function consists of two sa n es per-

sonnel while seven people ma 1'© up the project enr^neers section.
Raber personally heads these two sectiors. There are five
people in AED's des A rn section which is supervised by a
person from Turbonetics. AED does n^t utilize any sales
representatives
.
The ent're organization of L.A.B. is located in
S'-'aneateles , N.Y., a s^all resort town about thirty-five riles
fro" Syracuse, N.Y., and one hundred sixty miles from Latham.
G. Hill is the general manager and also heads L.A.B. 's
engineering department of four people. i he mar^etin? nanager,
J. Hubbard, is well known in the environmental test field and
has about fifteen years of exparience in thi s area . He has
an inside sales coordinator working for him and approximately
ten manufacturer's representatives handling L.A.P.'s products.
As the head of manufacturing, E. Ma^ee has about twenty pro-
duction workers.
As the examination of APD proceeded, a feelinp: was gener-
ated within the group that a lack of communication existed
both between the divisions of APD and with other divisions of "TI
.
It was observed that any exchange of pertinent ideas was due
solely to individual initiative and was of a limited nature.
An important aspect which must also be considered in
relation to the synergy in APD is the effect of physical
location on its divisions. With the exception of L.A.B., the
divisions of AFD and their organizational functions are

scattered throughout tfTI ' s facility at Latham. The wide geo-
PTaphical separation of the functions of a comnany such as
Boice seems to act to the detriment of efficient rerformarce.
If the divisions with APD are to be properly evaluated to
determine their capability of being; stand alone companies,
then they should be allowed to function as stand alo v e com-
panies as much as possible.
In view of these problems and in consideration of ^TI
s
stated strategy of generating and developing new businesses
from both internal and external sources, it is felt that a
reorganization of APD and the addition of a new group
designated as the New Products Division best solves these
problems and also provides the best structure for implementing
MTI ' s strategy. The organization must also be able to
accommodate future growth besides providing for present
ef r ', ciency
.
The reco^merder1 reorganization is shown in Figure 2.
Advance^ Products Division is still responsible for maturing
companies to the point that they can function independent of
the supervision present in A rD. APD's division manager is
responsible for achieving this goal through the development
of company management teams to a high le^el of comoeterce.
He must provide them with the necessary assistance to develop
their managerial ability, manufacturing skills, sales and
profits to a point where they can stand alone. The criteria
to bo met in deciding when these goals are attained must, by

necessity, be det^r^ined on an individual cane bas '• s . General
rule of thumb ruidelines other than just reachlnr so^e sales
l^vel should be established by *"TI . These criteria will aid
the ^arare^ in eval up'tinr which co^r^n^es in APD should be
divested an^ which ^ip-ht be combined. T fulfill his
role and the aim of the division, a close relationship with
the New Products Division must be maintained. The Division
Manager must rive the companies as -^uch opportunity as pos-
sible to function independently.









'oice L.A.P. Leftover ACSI
Fi rMre 2

Four divisions, npnely Eoice, L.A.I-., "Leftover, Ire.,"
and ACSI are located with APD's new structure.
Boice would include the old Poice Gapes, Automation Equip-
ment Division and Instrument Division. The business would en-
tail the design, manufacture and sales of manual and automatic,
contact and non-contact dimensional measuring equipment. De-
tails concerning this will be discussed in the marketing section
Boice, in its entirety, would be located at Hyde Park. Prob-
lems associated with the relocation of so^e employees have been
recopTiized. After due consideration, it is still felt that
relocation results in a better opportunity for evaluating
the company's ability to stand alone and generates comrany
identity. L.A.B. and ACSI remain unchanged.
"Leftover, Inc." was created as a holding area for any
products which do not fit in the scheme of any particular
company but which ^TI decides to market for a limited period
or until a product line can be developed around it to create
another company within APD.
Four staff functions - MarVeting, New Products, Manu-
facturing, and Engineering - have been created to assist the
manager of APD and to provide and ensure a communications
and cross fertilization of i^eas between the divisions.
These positions can be filled w^ th two to f^ur persons, de-
pending on monetary constraints, but they must be filled. It
is of utmost importance that these individuals be highly
10

qualified experts in these areas. Although they will not have
line authority, they will be resporsible to the m^nare^ of AFD
for the development of technical and "-aragerial skills required
in independent stand alone companies in marVe' irg, new products,
manufacturing, and engineering. They will also have the re-
sponsibility of performing these functions in the "company"
designated as "Leftover, Inc."
To accomplish their goals of managerial development they
will be renuired to:
a. Act as advisers and worV in close cooperation
with the line.
b. Review policies ard procedures.
c. Monitor operations and reoorts to evaluate ard
determine performance.
d. Na^e recommendations where change is required
for performance improvement.
e. Assist in the implementation of charges
.
f. Determine if on-the-job development should be
supplemented with formal instruction and study.
g. Guide the establishment of specific goals
for each incubatinr co^nany ard ensure that they surrort
overall corporate goals.
All companies in APD must be organized as if they were
stand alore co r'^ni^s (see Figure 3). Th^s gives the
11

manager ~>f APD the opoortuni ty to better eva^unte each cc -
pany's ability to stand alone. In addition, incu* ati np
companies are exposed to all responsibilities normally
associated with a stand alone company. The inclusion of the
New Products function emphasizes and hopefully internalizes withi
the management of the company the need for the development
of new products to sustain growth and expansion. Until an
incubatinp company reaches such a size th^t it can affnrd
having this function assigned to one individual, it is en-
visioned that the individual in the mar'-etinp- position would
be assigned the tas v .
ORGANIZATIONAL STRHCTfBE OF ALL
COMPANIES WITH APD
Marketing
Any Division nf AID




Merely defining objectives and setting guides wi"1 ] rmt
result ir the development of new products. To ini lement and
carry out the corporate strategy ard object ives, the function
must be formalized and assigned in the proper manner from an
organizational standpoint. A need exists in the co-pany to
orgarize in such a way that one individual has the responsi-
bility for integrating- all new product effort and providing
the necessary leadership. As a result, the resnonsi V i 1 ity
for product development will not be so diffused as to be un-
identifiable. In addition the New Products function, when
for-^lized, would help to build a bridge between Research
and Development and Marketing.
New product development is a coordinative function and
as such the function should be located at the corporate level.
Since product development is directly and vitally concerned with
implementing; the company's plans for growth, the key individuals
must have free access to top management. It would appear to be
unwise to have the executive with product development know-how
and responsibility report to an intermediate or middle level
executive since most projects will be reviewed by the Free; ''dent
and probably by the Poard of Directors as well. Lost effort
can be reduced in the product development process if access
to the tor executive is real. The product development
function will ordinarily represent the company to inventors,
13

trade associations , attorneys, top executives of oth^r firms,
etc. This cannot be successfully accomplished unless they
have the status to speak and negotiate with authority. Also,
these executives will, of necessity, have frequent
and Intimate contacts with other majnr company executives in
sales, finance, production, engineering, etc. Freedom to
move effectively both inside and outside of the company
cannot be achieved without this proper organization placement.
The New Products Division (Figure 4) would be responsible
for:
a. Conducting searches fo^ new product opportunities
through the exploration of all internal as well as external
sources for prospective new products which are consistent with
corporate objectives and assessing them in terms of market
need and technical feasibility.
b. Evaluating prospective new products in terms of
sales potential and impact on company resources and facilities.
c. Preparing recommendations for new product
development programs, supported by ail information needed
for a management decision. Estimating profit potential and
future return on investment.
d. Guiding approved new-product development through
research and design, testing, and commercialization. Allows
movement of development people into operations w^th their
specialized knowledge of the characteristics, market, and
customers for the product.
1U
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e. Coordinating; the advice anr> notion of all
divisions concerned to achieve profitable success with mini-
mum expense.
To achieve the above responsibilities, the New Products
Department would be functionally organized as follows:
a. Administrative Function
. It is entirely inter-
nal and involves maintenance of records, preparation of reports,
monitoring schedules, etc.
b. Marketing Function . A critical requirement
because a key question regarding- all new products is their
marketability and the identification of the involved markets.




It is chiefly concerned
with the analysis of technological factors and liaison with
R&D personnel
.
d. Negotiating Function . Concerned primarily with
acquisitions, negotiations, patents and product exploitation
outside the company's facilities.
It is impractical to staff the New Products Division with
enough permanent employees to handle the full evolution of
every proposed product. The actual wor^ on each project should
be carried out by specific individuals drawn from as many
divisions as necessary. Each new proposal is unique in its
requirement for development from idea to product and therefore
requires a unique interdivisional organization to nurture it.
The principal vehicle for carrying forward new products
16

activities would be the "Sponsor Group" which would report
directly to the New Products Division. The composition of
each group would be tailored to fit th^ specific product
and its characteristics.
We recom end that MTI staff this function with at least
two reool e or*- gin^iiy and combine the functions. The nature
of new product development requires people with hi ^h cre-
ativity, drive and perserverence
.
One of the tas v s originally considered for inclusion in the
Seminar was to identify the technical fields in which "TI
should be involved. Because of this question and the very
nature of the wor'c being conducted at "TJ , it is advisable
to focus attention on a new management technique, the technical
board. If a genuine interest still exists in determining the
answer to that question, the technical boa r d could provide
the solution. In addition, as the abstract of an article
will sho ,>T
,
the technical board would be advantageous in ^any
respects
.
Dr. P. R. Bacon and Dr. T. W. Bvtler, both of ^ichiran
State University, have been resrorsible for the development
of the technique. They are also the authors of an article
in the March 197 1 issue of the Michigan Pusiness Review
which describes this new management tool. An abstract of
the article is presented in the remainder of this section.
It is recommended that such a technical boa^d be estafi ished
as a staff function on the corporate lpvel.
17

The impetus to form technical boards grew out of in-
volvement in devising means by which universities could
become more effective in helping industry assimilate new
technical developments associated with large scale university
research efforts. The basic objective of the technical board
is to assume responsibility for maintaining the technical
health of the corporation. In this role, the technical board
functions in a restricted scope much like a corporate board
of directors. The technical board attempts to insure that
the proper technical resources, both human and material, are
employed to meet the corporate objectives. It is therefore
concerned that technical personnel have proper initial and
continuing training and are equipped with adequate facilities.
The elimination of the occurrence of technical surprises
to the corporation is an important subsidiary objective. This
has two v ey aspects: (1) adequate surveillance of technical
developments generally, and (2) the choice of the best
technical alternative, given the objectives and resources
available to the corporation.
In this role, the board functions as a technical resource
itself. And should the board not feel adequately qualified
technically on a specific technical issue, it would have the
responsibility to seek additional expert counsel to resolve
the issue.
The need for the technical board ste^s basically from the
generally accelerated pace of technological advance.
18

The basic need is felt not only by small and -edium size
firms (although the payoff from a technical board is perhaps
greatest for these), but by large firms as well. No matter
how large the firm, it cannot economically be on top of every
technical development. The stakes in proper choice among
available alternatives are so high that such firms, too, can
profit from independent, objective appraisal of the alter-
natives
.
"Tailor made" is the appropriate label for every technical
board organized to date. In one respect, however, they are
similar. Each board includes about equal numbers of inside
and nutside members. To give continuity and effectiveness to
the board, outside members are generally asked to serve at
least a two or three-year term, the same as inside members.
The selection of outside members depends on the nature of cur-
rent technical problems and the product directions in which
the company is headed. Inside members generally include the
vice-president of research, and/or director(s) of engineering,
and key scientific research personnel. The number of outside
people required on a board depends on the breadth of techno-
logies covered by the firm. To date, the number has ranged
from a minimum of two outside men for a firm with sales of
less than &5 million to a maximum of eigrht representing
several universities for a large multidivisional firm. This
basic group then brings in other technical experts when needed
on special issues. Experience with the boards has a"! so led to
19

the inclusion of one inside and one outside member who is not
strictly a technical expert but is a professional in product
planning or marketing;. This is a result of the realization
that proper long-range market puidance is a necessity for
efficient and profitable employment of technical resources.
The best source of outside personnel to serve on the
boards usually has been a university where professors are
actively engaged in frontier research or consulting. It is
not that others in industry, or in private research labora-
tories are not technically qualified, but rather it is that
they are more likely to be involved in applied research of a
proprietary nature anr! mig+it soon encounter conflicts of
interest. This has been the experience to date. Such per-
sonnel are, however, most useful as adjunct expert counsel on
isolated technical issues.
In about half the cases (usually in small firms), a line
executive officer at the vice-presidential level is a member
and chairman of the board. In other instances the vice-
president for research is a member and chairman of the board.
Every board also has a university member as co-chairman or
coordinator to maintain liaison with the company, coordinate
the efforts of university personnel, help plan the apenda,
and arrange for special experts. The university coordinator




The pattern of operation has evolved as follows. The
need to solve some immediate technical problem generally pro-
vides the impetus to form the board. The primary attention
has then been directed toward the solution of the problem at
hand.
With the successful resolution of the immediate problem,
the second step is to begin a systematic review of existing
products, facilities, and research products. This review
provides a means for inside and outside members to become
better acquainted, and to identify broadly thp technical areas
which need to be examined more closely.
The third step is to establish the priority for each
technical area to be examined. An inside board member is
generally assigned the tas 1' of preparing a briefing on the
subject chosen for the next meetinr of the board. After the
board has received the briefing, it may resolve the issue
then and there, or it may assign someone to obtain additional
information. Often at this stage, an outside member will be
assigned to assist th^ inside member in broadening the field
of inquiry. This may involve consultation with experts who
have specialized in the subject. The procedure continues
until the issue is resolved or at least the st^te of ipnor-
ance is thoroughly documented. At this point, thp board may
recommend initiation of a research program or, if this is too
costly for the company, the board may recommend a passive
monitoring of the research activities of oth^r organizations.
21

The systematic review of all nroducts anri research pro-
jects may ta^e three to s^x months with meetings twicp a
month for the first three months and once a month thereafter.
After all projects have been reviewed the hoard generally
meets once every two months. Half the agenda is devoted to a
briefing on a new technical field of potential interest to
the corporation by an outside expert not regularly on the
board. Often other members of the corporate management or
research staff may be invited to such briefings.
Special meetings of the technical hoard can be cabled
whenever a key technical issue must be resolved quickly. The
board also frequently assists in acquisition and merger analyses
by evaluating the technical strength of potential corporate
candidates. In these several ways the members of the board
discharge their prime responsibility: the maintenance of the
present and future technological health of the corporation.
The total annual cost for the outside members of the
board has generally been about equal to the cost of one of the
corporation's top scientific or technical men. In a s-all com-
pany this may be about $15,000 to $20,000 per year, and in a
very large company it may amount to about #30,000 to $40,000
per year. Outside members are paid on a consulting basis by
the corporation either individually or through a contract
between the corporation and the university. In the "latter
cases, the contract covers the cost of continuing liaison.
Large corporations have generally preferred this option.
22

Small firms, however, usually prefer inch visual arrangements
where one outside member is additionally employed to ^pintain
the liaison and coordination. The economic benefit of the
technique is simply this: for the price of one top researcher,
the corporation obtains continuing assistance, as needed, fro^
six to twelve top men on a consulting basis.
Despite the success of the technical board concent, there
are problems in its administration. Two main difficulties have
been encountered.
There has been some fear on the part of management that
outsiders may divulge the special technical knowledge that the
firm has developed or has under development. Second, there
have been the human problems of suspicion of outsiders and
resistance to the acceptance of constructive criticism.
The first problem is fortunately minimized by using
university technical personnel. Besides their respect for
proprietary rights, they are generally interested in funda-
mental problems associated with basic research, and are thus
unlikely to have a professional interest in specific applied
research results or product developments.
The second problem is mitigated by usi np; only first-
class technical men as members of the board. Their technical
competence commands the natural respect of industry engineers
and scientists.
In addition to the direct benefits to the fir^s and the
firms and the remuneration, which outside board members receive,
23

there are several other by-product benefits to both. The
university professor becomes aware of the applied p^obl ems
in his field and can bring the 'mow! edge rained bac 1' to the
classroom. Firms, in turn, have a better understand! ng of
the university and especially how to better use this resource.
For example, one large firm sent a team of its researchers
to wor^ in a specially equipped university holography labora-
tory to learn how the new technology might be applied to their
problems, without having to ma'e the expensive capital equip-
ment outlay.
Results with technical boards that have been formed and
operated within the past five years indicate a solid pattern
of success. The greatest success has resulted in small firms
whose management has energetically implemented thp recommenda-
tions of the technical board. Success of the technical boards
has also been enhanced by improvement in long-range product
planning procedures, which were also implemented on thp recom-
mendation of the technical board as a means to improve per-




In an investigation of synerretic relationships o r the
parts of mtt's Advarced Products Division it is necessary r-
define the ^arket which they are in, deter- i^e the share of
that mar'et, and investigate growth potential in existing
products, or related products to fill a product line. The
markets which see- rrost appi icable to use as a measure and a
basis for discussion are those of Dimensional veasure^ert and
Test.
The market comprising the products and services of
Dimensional "easurement is extremely broad and our best
n-uessti^ates Place it at approximately one billion dollars.
MTI's present sales in this market of $3.35M, therefore,
represent a J\-$> share of the market. Assuming no further
market penetration or loss of market sha^e, sales should
reach ftk-.k^yi by 1975. Our method of assessing the size of
the market and a determination of ^Tl's degree of market cover-
age will be covered later in the report.
The Dimensional Measurement Market is expected to grow
approximately J>0r in the next five years, and "TI ^ust find
a way to expand at a faster rate in order to rme^t corporate goals
One approach is to exnand product lines. To examine this pos-
sibility th<° m qrvet of a "sample" company or possible roai for
APD is delineated in Fipure 5. r "TI h^s a Product or p. canaMlity
in 7 of the \k categories listed for this bro^d based line.
25

SAMPLE COMPANY WITH BROAD PRODUCT LINE
The following represents the product line of a "sample"
company supplying: the dimensional market, and MTI • s capability
or products in these lines.
CATEGORY CAPABILITY
NUMBER OR PRODUCT CATEGORY DESCRIPTION






















4 Yes Mechanical Indicator Instruments-
Comparative measurement of length
devices or dial indicator gages
Comparative measurement of bore
size devices or bore indicator
gages
Devices that compare sizes by
transferred distance
Depth indicator gages
Indicator snap gages and groove
gages
Devices that measure distance from
a reference plane: squareness
or runout









NUMBER OR PRODUCT CATEGORY DESCRIPTION
5 Yes Pneumatic Gapes-
Flow or velocity types
Back pressure types
6 Yes Electronic gapes-
Electronic comparator pages
Electronic height gages

















9 No Angle Measuring Instruments-




By measurement of the angle which




By measurement of rotary motion:
Dividing hearts or indexing
rotary tables
Worm driven rotary tables with






NUMBER OR PRODUCT CATEGORY DESCRIPTION






By measurement of deviations




10 No Instruments for Measuring Straight-




























11 Yes Measuring Machines-
Single axis measuring machines
Coordinate measuring machines






NUMBER OR PRODUCT CATEGORY DESCRIPTION







Profile tracing sensors with
graphical readout








Stylus type roughness measuring
instruments





To expand into the other categories wouM be to • eet the
market head on and not ma'-e best use of the innovative
talent at ^TI . Furthermore expansion into old product
lines would lead ^TI into an area in which it is difficult
to attain hiph profit m-rpins. Consequently, we have tried
to structure our com^ents around the following two pereral
objectives for WTT in order to identify a niche in the
Di mensinnal "Measurement and Test markets which will a"1 low
MTI to innovate and mow in conformance with corporate
goals
:
1. Design, manufacture, sales, an^ service of
contact and non-contact measuring equipment used in auto-
matic or in-process applications.
2. Design, manufacture, sales, ard servic of
environmental and mechanical test equipment.
In assessing the size of the market, the Dimensional
Measurement "°rket may be conceptualized as in Fipure 6.
Here the basis for settinr boundaries on the market are the
Standard Industrial Classification (.C IC) Codes. Definitions
of the various SIC Codes are shown in Figure 7. It should
be noted that the relative sizes of the pieces in the figure
are not drawn to scale. Hsinp this concent, a conservative
~iarv et size o r ? Q %0 million was estimated for 1<W. Fig-re Q
shows which portions of the presently configured AID have a
capability, or could easily acquire cnp, in the various

































LIST OF SIC NUMBERS AND DEFINITIONS
35^52 - Precision measuring tools
38112 - Laboratory and scientific instruments
38110 00 - Engineering and scientific inst >10 employees
38110 02 - Engineering and scientific inst <10 employees
38213 20 - Self balancing other
38213 21 - Direct-deflecting other
38213 22 - Mechanical measuring other
38213 57 - Vibration Kinematic test and measuring equipment
38213 58 - Acceleration and all other kinematic test and
measuring
38216 71 - Mechanical measuring inst revolution counters
38216 51 - Mechanical measuring inst other
38210 00 - Mechanical measuring devices >10 employees
38210 02 - Mechanical measuring devices <10 employees





MTI MARKET CAPABILITY IN DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
MARKET
SECTION BOICE AED ID L.A.B.




3R213 20 X X
38213 21 X X
38213 22 X
38213 57 X X
38213 5* X X
38216 71 X X
38216 51 X X
38210 00 X X





The following technique was used to arrive at these con-
elusions. As illustrated in Figure 9 the market was divided
into four broad categories.
Dimensional Measurement
Figure 9
The products that would make these types of measurements, and the
customers that would need them, were then examined. Using
the SIC Code Manual the four broad categories were then
broken down into 1^ SIC Code classifications. Using these
classifications, the 196? Census of Manufacturers, and the
Annual Survey of Manufacturers from 1 964-1 968 a dollar size
for 1967 was derived and then projected to 1970 and 1975
using past trends. The method of projection is illustrated
in Figure 10 for SIC 38213.
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Whenever a choice of figures was necessary the lowest one
was taken to force a conservative estimate. In some cases,
SIC 38213 for example, the Annual Survey of Manufacturers
did not break the markets down any further than the 5 digit
code. Under SIC 3R21 3 we had isolated five 7 digit classi-
fications. In order to arrive at marvet sizes for these
classifications the SIC 38213 projection had to be refined.
Percentages for the 7 digit classifications were extrapolated
from 1967 data and then applied to the 5 digit classifications
to generate projection for 1970 and 1975. This procedure
assumes no significant percentage changes during the fore-
casted period. Figure 11 depicts the predicted market size









38110 02 103.0 171.0
38213 20
38213 21 16.1 18.8
38213 22 23.^ 27.2
38213 57 21.3 24.8
38213 58 7.8 9.1
38216 71













Any discussion of marketing implies the existence of a
well thought out plan which integrates the known or pr~ -Jnned
attributes of the market place, the soles organization, the
product line, and the manufacturing capabilities. It also
implies that this plan will receive a wide enough distribu-
tion to ensure adequate feedback. We do not feel an adequate
marketing plan exists at MTI.
In our several discussions with company representatives
we determined that some elements within the company were not
aware of corporate plans or of the degree of coordination
that would be required if these plans were carried out.
Where personnel were aware of some of the possible actions,
there appeared to be a problem concerning the interpretation
of the implementing action. For these reasons we feel that
the existing organizational structure hampers communication
and mitigates against the formulation and implementation of
any unified marketing approach. While the proposed organi-
zation will not provide the required answers, we feel it will,
at a minimum, permit the logical development of such a
marketing plan.
The basic elements of this plan should include:
a. A detailed assessment of the Dimensional Measure
ment market potential
b. More realistic sales forecasting
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c. Identification of allied products to enlarge the
product line (capability to technologically innovate is a
requirement)
d. Market evaluation of MTI ideas passed through
the New Product screen
e. Planned innovations of existing products to
increase sales
f. Restructuring of the sales organization and
the development of an in house capability
g. Determination of existing and required manu-
facturing capacity.
To develop and implement this plan it is essential that marketing
personnel be hired as soon as practicable to fill the positions
discussed previously in the organization section.
Our assessment of the dimensional market leads us to
believe the following products could be logically grouped
within one enterprise: Boice gages, coordinate measuring
machine, autosizer, fotonic sensor, capacitance measuring
devices, inductance measuring devices, in-process automatic
gaging.
The following- products do not appear to fit into any
particular category. Consideration should be given to
eliminating these products from the MTI line or acquiring a





The sales organization of MTI is handl ed almost exclu-
sively by factory representatives and the c~verage provided
appears adequate for a company the size of MTI. Figure 12
depicts the general location of REPs for the various divisions.
The quality of the REP organization, as measured by sales
performance, ™ust be continually scrutinized and then up-
graded whenever possible. To improve sa^es performance,
effective and continuous liaison must be maintained, supported
by personal contact and substantial attention to publicity
regarding new products in the form of news releases. The
existing areas of overlap should be eliminated unless there
is sufficient business to justify double coverage.
The long term goal of each maturing company should be
the development of an in-house sales force. This, of course,
depends on level of sales, company organization, marketing
plans, and the product line. Once the solutions to these
problems are on the foreseeable horizon, positive steps should
be ta^en to shift from the REP organization to an in-house
sales force. This would have the added benefit of providing
the stand-alone companies with a nucleus sales force of their
own.
We have not been able to determine if the variation
between actual sales, business plan forecasted sales, and
monthly report sales forecasts are attributable to the economy,
the REP organization or to the forecasting technique. Con-
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we would reoo^-end a review of the saips forecast i n r technique
employed.
While there is no single definition o r a stand-alone
comnany, the existing product lines of AID are not sufficiently
broad to support S' ch a company in the near future. The tase
line products of r OTCE and TAP do not. support the stated cor-
porate goals of ?0-30-7 and do not appear to have any signi-
ficant prowth potential beyond that which can be developed ly
the existing sales organization. Lacking a competitive edre,
little is to be gained by head-on competition with the major
companies in this market.
A concerted effort is being made to expand th° rrodnct
line with allied products. This attempt should have as its
hallmark an identified area where technol ori cal innovation
can be applied. If this concept is not adhered to, the com-
pany oai s will suffer at the expense of enlargin- the "bread
and butter" base. Technol o ical innovation can provide the
market push and appears to be th° only way MTI can carve out
a niche in the dimensional ^eas ureter t test market. Some
specific areas for consideration will be presented \r. the
Technology Section.
In conclusion, the following points are emphasized:
1. Tt would appear that there is a marv eting justi-
fication for the reco^^end e^ organization. The inf ~rmat ior in
Figure fl shows that ^oice Oares, Instrument Division, -. d
Auto-ntion Equipment Division, ta^en together, cod 1 d provide
k2

good coverage o r th^ Di ^pns^ *~nal Measurement market . Concen-
trating marketing efforts in this direction should help in
reaching the 3 (
")r
' growth rate in sales.
2. The existi nr RF.F structure must be continually
strengthened until an ir.-hourse Sales Force can be developed.
3. The present size o r MT1, with respect to the
Dimensional ""easurerer t market, would appear to preclude
head on competition with the 1 nrge firms, such as r prdi:x-
Sheffield. It is recommended that MTI con-pete in this market
on the basis of superior quality and technological irnnvation.
^. A strong ^ar'et inr- orgar i -^aticn ^ s es ential in
this ird'istry an^ the combination of ex ; stir^ talent, a^r-
rented by additional marvetirg personnel should grer tly im-
prove MTT ' s marveting strergth. LAB does not fit into the
Dimensional Measurement market anr1 it is recommended th"t
MTI rear it efforts in this area to developing capability
in the Environmental and Mechanical Test market.
5. Criteria should be established that will
facilitate the judgment of a company's stand alone status




MTI summarizes their technological expertise as shown
In Figure 13 and l4. The preponderance of this capability
"lies within the R&D Division, however, as indicated in
Figure 13 both Advanced Products and Turbonetics Divisions
are credited with capability in the areas in which their
products currently demand some know! edgeability. Between
sixty and seventy professional technical people mav e up the
R&D Division with perhaps thirty to forty more spread out
in other parts of the company.
As explained to the seminar by MTI management, the R&D
Division has been primarily responsible for MTI's past success.
In the process of servicing its R&D contracts it h^s generated,
and continues to generate, concepts and ideas for products and
services which have market potential. Advanced Products
Division is a conglomerate of acquired companies and Internal
MTI divisions which were assembled to "incubate" into stand-
alone, product-based, profitable companies. The intended
relationship between the R&D Division and the Advanced Products
Division can be visualized as a filter where the technology
snin-offs from the R&D Division are screened for their suit-
ability as new products on which some element of APD can
capitalize.
The technology considerations which went into the develop-
ment of the proposed MTI organization presented in the
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Organization section of this report were two in number. The
first of these was the need to provide more direction and
stimulus to the R&D effort to come up w ; th marketable new
product ideas. From a technology point of view, this con-
sideration is the reason for the addition of the new product
organization with its included technological function.
At the time we looked at the R&D Division, it was
evident to us that the product ideas which were germinating
within the various groups of the division, while not without
merit, did not fit well with the current product lines of
the Advanced Products Division. This appeared especially
true for L.A.B. and Boice. We could find no potential spin-
offs which would compliment their existing product lines, or
which would be synergetic with their manufacturing and market-
ing capabilities and could form the basis for new product
lines. It was true that some of R&D's germinating ideas
could be classed as "instruments" and therefore might be
marketed by the Instrument Division; however, from a tech-
nological point of view there was little similarity with ID's
present products. The idea of a filter between the R&D
Division and APD seemed to be just that, and little or nothing
was getting through.
We felt that two things had to be added before the con-
cept of capitalization on technological spin-offs could be
realized. First, some sort of "pull" from the market place
had to be exerted on the source of ideas. This pull, to be
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provided in the form of r taterents of customer needs, should
he! r> to channel thinking toward preas which stnr\r~> p. cha? cp of
producing salable com^odi t^ es which f i + within the current
product lines. Second, a "push" was renin red to re exerted
on the idea source in order to provide so^e sort of priority
to the R&D wor 1'. If it is in f^ct desired to exnand the
company's product -base, then some P&D effort r, ust tv con-
sciously devoted a^d directed toward the end. We th'nv that
an organization charged w^ th the specific responsibility of
developing new products can do this ar* thus rr^mote the
flow of ideas across the filter and m? e it wo vV as it is
suprosed to - passing the pood ideas and rejectinp o r re-
directing the not-so-rood. That basically, is the reason f^r
the addition of the New Product Division.
The second technolory consideration behind the proposed
MTI organization was the existinr and potential synerry which
could be found in the Advanced Products Division, and this is
manifested in the proposed reorganization of that division.
In ord c r to look for synergetic relationships in APD, it
wnind be convenient to have a specific delineation of just
what caoability is currently employed in each grour that
'aves ur the division. Expertise of the two outlying rrours
(Boice and L.A.F.) can be readily defined since it is so-^what
limited. Making such a delineation for the remaining groups
(AED and ID) , however, is complicated by the fact that they
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are co-located with the RtfD Division in Lather. There is a
reasonable degree of exchange of technical personnel arv : ideas
within the Latharr based enri neerinp- grours and it is therefore,
simpler to treat thorn, including the F&D Division, as one
organization.
It should be noted that while th^ expertise at noice and
L.A.P. may be limited, they should not be discounted as a
source of ideas for future "hirh technology" endeavo s. In
the ppst, both have demonstrated the ability to innovate.
The Boice coordinate measuHnp -achine, the concentt i ci ty
tester, and the L.A.P. hydrostatic bearing are examples of
this ability.
The technology synergies which were found to exist pre-
sently are best presented by using them to support the pro-
posed reorganization of APD. In the new organization, Boice
is the incubatinr company involved in dimensional measir enent
.
This broad category is divided into dimensional neasure^ppts
made in a manual manner and those made in ar automated ""anrpr.
The existing Poice technology is adequate to support a mod- ct-
based company in the normal measurement area, but there does not
apnear to be significant growth potential with the existing
product lines. By placinr AED, the non-cortact ^easurinr
products of ID, and Poice 's Autosizer in the Boice organiza-
tional element, the technology groundwork for a co^ oany
involved in automated dimensional measurement would l e laid.
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The company would admittedly be more service-based than prod'ict-
based, but its growth potential would be considerably greater
than that which Boice presently possesses. While it is pro-
bably not realistic to confine such a company to dimensional
measurement, devising automated methods of making such measure-
ments could be expected to become a large part of their ser-
vice, at least initially. AED would be divested of those
projects which obviously do not fit into the technology of
dimensional measurement such as the Mapnatier. At the other
end of the filter is the R&D Division, which while not speci-
fically involved in the technolory of either type of dimensional
measurement, is concerned with other technologies which should
serve to support the dimensional measurement operation (as with
the air bearings which were incorporated into the coordinate
measuring machine) and possibly as a source of ideas to expand
outside the automated dimensional measurement field (with a
concept like the transmission tester)
»
In the proposed organization, L.A.B. is the incubating
company in the test business. Like Boice, it already has the
technology to suprort a product-based operation and thus it is
proposed to leave its present line intact. Also li^e Boice,
it is questionable if L.A.B. possesses the technological cap-
ability to get involved in a project requiring a high degree
of technical sophistication providing more growth potential
than the present product line does. L.A.B. is dependent on
the parent MTI to provide this technology for them. At present
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there is no part of APD that can be merged into L.A.B. that
will provide this capability. Proposed development of this
capability as will be described later. In the meantime,
there does not appear to be any technological reason why
L.A.B, could not start to manufacture any of a wide variety
of mundane machines or machine components, which if aggressive! y
marketed, could make L.A.B. start to grow. It is a marketing
consideration as to where effort could best be applied to
expand L.A.B. 's current line, and it is recommended that this
be done.
Once the proposed reorganization of APD has been made
effective, expansion becomes a question of what synergy can be
instituted by internal growth and how this can be accomplished.
"Internal growth" is interpreted to m^an hiring one or two
knowledgeable technical people, or the addition of some product
or product line which is within the technological capacity of
the organization element under consideration.
In the manual dimensional measurement business, it would
appear easy for Boice to expand into products such as line
graduated instruments or optical measuring devices. While
these are not high technology items, they do put bread and
butter on the table and they are within Boice' s present
technological capacity. With a concerted marketing effort,
using realistically set goals, these items can probably be
made to contribute to MTI's 30-30-7 growth objective. Another
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way that Poice car contribute to the 30-30-7 objective ; s to
find so^e uniqnp concept for mpkinr manual d i^prsi -rai measure-
ments which woul d p-\ ve them an erip-p over competitors. In the
manual dimensional measurement case this is nrobahl y b<=ct
achieved by erri neering a specific principle tn fit a special-
ized application. An example of this type of instrument would
be a Visicorder wher r an ultrasonic probe is used vr th a
cathode ray tube readout to measure material thickness. This
type of technical capability at Poice would have to be obtained
with a new-hire.
In order to achieve interna"! growth on the automated mea-
surement side of the r oice organization, we feel that initially
emphasis should be placed on automatic measurement and control
of processes a^d systems for quality control purposes. As
indicated a • ove , automatic dimensional measurement coM be
expected to v e a l^rr-e part of S"ch initial growth. Immediate
attention should be riven to Hnd^rp- syste-s applications
for the existing non-contact measuring devices, the Ai-to^i zer
,
ard the proven concepts of AEb's previous projects. With
tho additior of AED ' s technical capability, ard possi'ly
several new-hires, Poice should also consider becoming
involved in maintenance or diagnostic systems. Th°se
systems me?sure parameters s^ch as temperatures, fluid
velocities a^d pressures, a""3 vibration, processinr
these s^rrais through loric circuitry to obtain a
5^

readout of condition of the machine or connlex of machines
being analyzed. M ore comnlex systems conid analyze the noise
SDectrum from a machine to look for abnormaliti.es. While
maintenance or diagnostic systems are admittedly outside
the scope of the dimensional measurement business, the tech-
nology of sensing a parameter, processing a signal, inter-
preting a signal and then causing see action to be ta^en or
a readout to occur is the same for either type of system.
As mentioned earlier, L.A.B. does not currently have the
technological capability to become involved in a high tech-
nology product. A unique mechanical device must be procured
by some means (by design and development, or by purchase)
which will enhance L.A.B.'s position in the business of
making mechanical and environmental test equipment. Consider-
ing MTI ' s expertise in designing high speed rotating eouipment,
it would seem synergetic if the device relied on that tech-
nology. A really high speed (50,000 rpm) centrifuge for basic
research or chemical and food processing applications would be
an example of this kind of machine.
One method of developing a technological capability at
L.A.p. to cope with a line of high technology machines vrould
be to establish a new product project office staffed by per-
sonnel who would eventually become a permanent party at L.A.B.
These people would be drawn mostly from MTI and possibly one
or two from L.A.B. The Droject would be to develop a "core"
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desim that could be m~di f i e^ , expanded or contracted to suit ?
particular custr>~er's needs, ^nce the ^esi-n had been de-
veloped, the proiect office would move to L.A. . p.nc*. proceed
to build a product line around the core.
Another approach to achieving internal growth at L.A. T .
world be to add a package design service to be synerpetic
with their line of p^c''age testinp machines. This caraM.ii.ty
would come from a new-hire at L.A.B. The possible expansion
into product lines of tampers, vibrators, and bulk material
handling devices would also see™ possible with the addition of
relatively few techanical people, aithourh the marketing con-
siderations of such expansion "urht be prohibitive and these
tyres of nrod^cts certainly do not fall int<~> wh^t could v e
called the test business. The fTI pear tester would be an
appropriate product for L.A. P.
In trying to find ways to help stay on the 3^-30-7 curve,
we must address the question of what synergy within APD could
be established by further acquisition. In order to increase
the product -bar* e of the incubating copanies within APD, ac-
quisitions should be manufacturing firms selected primarily
for their product lines but with cons'deration also riven to
their technological and ^arufacturinr capabilities. Examples
of appropriate acquisitions would be along the following lines:
1. Tn manual and automated dimensional ^easurements-





b. A manufacture** of optica 1 devices.
c. A marufactuter of laser devices.
d. A manufacturer of diagnostic vibration
monitoring devices.
e. A manufacturer of analog devices.
2. In mechanical and envi ronmpr tal test-
a. A manufacturer of signal conditioners and
ampl if i ers
.
b. A manufacturer of recorders.
c. A manufacturer of environmental, chambers.
3. In areas likely to comDlement future MTT ventures-
a. A manufacturer o^ hi p-h speed shaft seals.
b. A manufacturer of bearings.
c. A manufacturer of lubricants.
The proposed organization for MTI and specifically APD
is not without potential problem areas. The move of AED people
from MTI in Latham to Boice in Hyde Par 1' would invoke the
natural reluctance of these people to be uprooted. There is
the question of status and prestige in the relative positions
of organizations within the MTI heirarchy. The sugrested
method of growth at L.A.B. demands the insertion of new people
in that organizations with all the attendant resistance to
changes that would ensue. These are "D^ople" problems. The
technology problems involved with the new organization are not
different then those which exist at- nresent. The new product
group should serve t n fix the communication difficulty be-
tween the R&D and APD Divisions. In the search for tho novel
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or unique niches which are required for b^th Boice and L.A.B.,
it would be helpful to have some sort of systematic review
of patents assigned in the MTI organization - possibly in the
new product group.
After Boice and L.A.B. incubate for a time in APD, what
criteria can be used to determine if they are technologically
capable of standing alone? The number of technical people
and the variety of their academic degrees is not a valid
measure. Neither is the volume of their current sales. What
has to be looked at is their demonstrated ability to innovate
on a regular basis. Some evidence of the periodic introduc-
tion of well engineered n<=w products must be present. The
recognition that the product life cycle is a reality is
necessary and planning to accommodate this cycle must exist




The procuration capability of the Advancer* Products
Division is composed of three separate facilities: Latham
Products Manufacturing, L.A.B., and Boice Gages. Th<=se
three facilities are similar in that they are relatively
small to medium sized machine shops which operate on a job
shop basis with less than forty employees each. Each of
the facilities is typical of a small machine job shop and
does not possess any extraordinary capabilities or char-
acteristics that distinguish it from machine shops in general.
The characteristics of each shop that we evaluated are
summarized in Figure 15.
Latham Products Manufacturing provides the manufacturing
capability for the Latham based groups within Advanced Products
Division as well as the Research and Development Division and
Turbonetics, Inc. The workload at LPM presently consists of
about 80$ Turbonetics work, 10# AED, and the remaining 10$
divided between Instruments Division and Research and Develop-
ment Division. All three production facilities rely on sub-
contracting outside of MTI to obtain capability beyond their
capacity or abilities.
Latha"1 Products Manufacturing is a light machine job shor
possessing basically one of each type of machine tool. Con-


























































































































































to service R&D Division or that are presently required by
Instrument Division or AEP, LPM has sufficient machine
capability. An exceptional abi 1 ity which LI'M possesses
consists of a balancing machine for hiph speed rotating
members which significantly reduces the ti^e usually required
to perform this operation. Their ability to fabricate
electronic devices is basically limited to assembly and
wirinr of vendor procured components and piece parts.
L.A.E.'s production facility is a machine job shop wi th
a capability which exceeds Latham Products Manufacturing with
regard to the bulk and weight of the assemblies which can be
handled (their machines have a physically larger capacity
than those of LPM)
.
In comparison to LPM and L.A.P., Boice Gapes is a machine
job shop of relatively modest capacity in regard to the size
of assemblies which they are capable of handling, but with
generally two or more of each basic machine tool. This car-
ability ma ves Poice the most amenable of the three groups to
entering a volume production operation. Boice is also capable
of assembling electronic components.
In the subsequent discussion, the term relative car^c'ty
refers to the production capacity of each division relative to
e~ch other. This was felt to be a r ore appropriate measure of
capacity in this situation than referring to the capacity
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in absolute tprms. The snace In the physical plant of LPM is
almost completely utilized and is approaching a critical
stage with the introduction of the equipment which will be
moved into the LPM manufacturing area in connection with the
ACSI contract. At present, both the plant and machine
utilization is high due to the large amount of Turbonetics
business which makes up about %0% of their production business.
In terms of volume output, LPM has the scaliest production
capacity of the three divisions.
Like LPM, the space in the physical plant at L.A.B. is
also fully utilized. Relative to LPM and Poice, L.A.B. has
a medium production capacity in terms of volume. The current
machine utilization is low (approximately 50%) due to a
reduction in sales.
Boice Oages has the largest relative production capacity
of the three facilities. At present, their physical plant is
under-utilized in terms of production space and their machine
utilization is also low (approximately b0%)
.
In the area of aggregate planning, we looked at decision
making as it affects inventories, production control and the
work force. LPM, L.A.B., and Boice were all found to have a
rather informal method of maving both finished goods and raw
material inventory decisions. Further discussion of this
point will be found in the Accounting and Finance Section.
All three groups lacked a method of forecasting requirements
for inventory levels. The lack of forecasting appears to be
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due to the fact that no requirement to make forecasts has
existed in the past because of the relatively small size of
their operations, but this is a potential problem area if
an expanded product line is introduced.
A rather informal method of production control was like-
wise noted at all three units. The use of fixed dispatch
rules does not exist and there has been no attempt to
institute a formal or informal priority system. The use of
work and material standards at all three areas was limited,
although some do exist. The biggest weakness noticed was
that there was no formal ized method of determining the pro-
gress of job orders in any of the divisions. The lack of
formal inventory and production control in these facilities
increases the probability of excessive amounts of capital
being tied up in inventories and especially the probability
of production lagging the market.
The small size of the work force at all three locations
due to cutbacks has resulted in present high wor 1 ' force
utilization. It was noted, however, that the method for
determining the work force size from period to period is not
done with the benefit of a forecast of requirements, but
rather is a reaction to the last period's profitability,
lack of profitability, or sales level.
The quality control function was found to be performed
somewhat differently at each facility. Quality control here
is meant to include the inspection and control of incoming raw
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materials, product inspection and control of processes, and
the inspection and testing for product performance. Latham
Products Manufacturing has designated, a separate area for the
quality control function and has three men assigned full time
to this function. It was noted, however, that quality control
was presently experiencing difficulty keepinp up with the
workload mainly because of the present demands of Turbone-
tics. Several other pertinent facts were noted about the LPM
quality control effort. One of these is their inability to
assess the x-rays of the electron beam welds on the Turbonetics
compressor-rotor. In addition, it was evident that adequate
space is not provided for the quality control function as
evidenced by the backlog: of jobs in evidence on the production
floor. Both shortcomings have the potential for serious pro-
blems if allowed to continue in a larger production climate.
L.A.B. does not have a separate quality control respon-
sibility assigned to a particular department nor do they have
a separate a^ea set aside for the quality control function
with the exception of a soundproof room for running excessively
noisy machinery with the result that quality control checks
tend to be rather informal.
Boice Gages has a separate quality control department
with a full time qualified inspector for final inspection of
its product line.
In analyzing the synergetic manufacturing relationships
wh^ch exist within APD, and between APD and other parts of
6'-

WTI, there is a Trent temptation to conclude that, because of
the similarities in the renuirements placed on the three manu-
facturing units and because of the current low utilization of
capacity, they ought to be consolidated and centrally located.
From a manufacturing cost point of view, there is no question
that consolidation would be the best course of action. Con-
solidation would allow for elimination of redundant capabil-
ities, streamlining of the work force and general improvements
in efficiency, all of which would result in economies.
The proposed ^TI organization does not make such a con-
solidation of the manufacturing units. Instead, the three
groups are to be left essentially intact, the only change
beinr to enhance Poice's electronic assembly canability to
the point where it can core with the requirements of Instrument
Division's product line and foreseeable AED projects. There
are a number of reasons why this approach is proposed, the
first being expense. The cost would be high in proportion to
the benefits to close up the existing units, purchase or build
a central facility, and then move employees to the new location.
Personnel considerations must also be taken into account. L.A.B.
and Boice already have most of the skilled workers which they
will require and additional workers are available in these
locations. These employees are firmly rooted in their respective
areas and most would probably be reluctant to make a move to
a new location. Additionally, there is a shortage of skilled
workers in the Albany area c^mDarabie to those presently
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employed at L.A.P. and Roice, so that a central facility
woLPd experience difficulty obtaining skilled manpower. The
most important ccns ' derati on, however, is that of supporting
the concent of incubatinp- new businesses. If L.A.P. and Boice
are to emerge as sta^d-a"i one companies, it is imperative that they
retain and ma^are their- own na ufacturinr facilities. The
weaknesses previously noted in the areas of inventory, production
anrl quality control in these facilities must be cnrrecte^ and
formalized at the local plants to promote the efficiencies nec-
essary for profitable stand-alone orgar i zations. So-- e criteria
for judging the ability of L.A.B. and Boice to stand alone should
be developed. In the manufacturing area, this criteria would
probably be some formula which combines ability to perform on
schedule with ability to regain within original cost estimates.
With the proposed new organization, there are two ways in
which manufacturing synergy can be promoted by internal growth.
In the first, manufacturing capability can be added in small
amounts in the form of different new machine tools to match the
requirements of expansion of the product lines at either Poice
or L.A.P. In the second way, internal p-rowth cou^d increase
the reservoir o^ capability within MTI . For instance, an
electron beam weldinr machine could be purchased (not presently
justifiable with the small number of such welds in the Turbone-
tics barrel assembly) with the recognition that future high
technology mechanical devices would require more use of this
welding technique. This type of purchase woul^ be made by LPN
rather than by L.A.P. or Poice.
Because of space limitations at a"1 ! three existing fac-
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ilities, large additions to manufacturing capability (such
as a production line) will probably have to be made by
acquisition where a physical plant is included in the pur-
chase. These acquisitions should be made with consideration
given to existing capacity and capability, and attempts
should be made to avoid duplication of existing capability.
Finally, it should be noted that there is apparently no
overall capital expansion plan for the three manufacturing
organizations. Decision to purchase capital equipment is
made on an "as required" basis. This is probably due to
the nature of the existing manufacturing operations. If there
is to be in fact an attempt to expand product lines, then
some consideration must be given to a scheme which will
gather up all the potential investments in assets, conoute
the potential rate of return on each, ma^e appropriate risk
adjustments to these rates, and then rank the investments
based on their present values. Decision to purchase is then
made within the constraints on the most profitable investment
and the cost of capital.
Assuming that MTI is successful in expanding the product
base of its existing comoanies, there does not appear to be
any aopropriate divestiture of production facilities at this
time. However, in the event that this expansion does not
materialize, consideration should then be riven to divesti-




The entire financial and accounting organization is cen-
trally controlled and administered. Save for clerical assist-
ance to accumulate and forward data from geographically
separated activities and some minor banking arrangements all
wor^ takes place in Latham. Billing, payroll, cash management,
cost account! np, internal and external reports, tax deposits,
etc. are all handled by the centralized group. They are
aided by an IBM 360/20 which is used for data processing: and
the generation of certain fixed monthly reports.
The present system is capable of responding to a much
larger volume of business. Additional clerical he"1 p can be
easily obtained on a variable basis. Computer capacity is
more than sufficient although restricted to punch card/paper
tape inputs and printer/card outputs. Tape or disc terminal
equipment can be added to the present equipment but the degree
of sophistication wh^ch would be offered by this additional
sorting /external storage capability is not warranted now.
MTI, and most specifically the Advanced Products Division,
has mown by b^th acquisitions and internal spin-offs. The
resulting corporate structure in APD is interesting. The
Redford Corporation (Latham Manufacturing) is a wholly owned
corporate entity. Because of the kinship of the mechanical
vibration line at L.A.B. and the ultrasonic line at Redford
(since divested) and for tax loss purposes, L.A.F. was acquired
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by Redford Corporation. Boice Gape and Boice Realty are
wholly owned subsidiaries of MTI . Boice Realty owns the land
on which Boice Gare is situated, an a^ranp-empnt which was
advantageous from a tax standpoint to the former owner.
Instrument Division and Automated Equipment Division are both
internally generated arms of MTI. All facets of MTI use an
operating year fro™ 1 October through 30 September. The fiscal
year coincides with the4 operating year except for Redford
Corporation (and L.A.B.) which use a fiscal y<=>ar ending
31 December.
All internally generated divisions of MTI are on a common
chart of accounts. L.A.B. and Boice use different charts.
Both of these divisions are being converted and initial opera-
tions on a unified chart of accounts is expected for the 4th
quarter of the current operating year. Standard costs are
being revised at Boice and the use of meaningful standards
with the accompanying variances is expected in Mpy. At pre-
sent variances are not calculated for any operation. Actual
costs are used for a"M other parts of APD except Boice.
The situation at Poice is worthy of individual note.
Cost of sales billed is *n entirely art i fie ial 'Standard" fig-
ure dependent on the application of fixed percentares to sales
billed. The percentages applied are a function of the product
mix represented by sa^es billed. Actual cost for the period
minus this standard cost of sales billed is the figure used
for finished goods inventory. The actual value of inventory
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is only determined when a physical count is taken en a periodic
basis. Thus "accounting;" inventory can represent a gross
distortion of the true inventory value. The inventory it-
self is in a physically disorderly condition based upon
visual observation at Hyde Park. This raises the spectre
that portions of the inventory are obsolete or unusable.
Further given Boice's present operating condition it is
likely that a significant write off will be necessary when
the standard cost system is fully installed. This very
unsatisfactory condition is clearly recognized by both the
accounting- department and Mr. Baucom. It is not clear,
however, why this problem was not resolved immediately after
acquisition with the sense of urgency that it demands.
Several monthly reports are generated by the computer.
In general the reports show a heavy project oriented bias as
opposed to product line. This can be attributed to the early
R&D en-phasis at MTI . The degree of information contained in
these renorts is excellent but limited in utility. Labor
and material detail reports show utilization of manpower by
n^e to project, and material by ven^o^ and description to
project. These figures ar^ then summarized by project number
for current month anr3 year to date. Overhead charges are
broken down by overhead account as distributed per division
and by project with the division. Individual labor per-
formance is summarized two ways. One report shows the
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distribution of labor as outputs. That is how much labor was
applied to the given section and how rruch to other specific
sections. The other report is the input sense listinr the
sources of individual labor for a given section. (These 2
reports are least useful to a product l^ne business.) There
is also a project summary generated for L.A.B. and AED. This
report accumulates cost to date for any given order or pro-
ject and displays the running profit margin. Although a
similar report is generated for other divisions outside APD
this report is somewhat tailor made to include commitments
for the 2 divisions of APD that use it. The last report
generated by the computer is the general ledger which pre-
sents the running total to date, current month actitivy and
comparative totals for several preceedin? months. Unlike
the other reports, the general ledger, is distributed only
within the financial organization.
The accounting division also generates several reports
which are used as enclosures to the monthly business report
for each division. These reports include a monthly operations
summary, analysis of sales and bac^orders , inventory analysis,
and analysis of operating and overhead expenses. Each of
these reports shows current ~onth and year to date as well
as comparison to bndp-et. These particular reports are an
excellent example of the responsiveness of the accounting
section to the operating divisions. The format of reports
generated ^n March 1 971 Kears almost n^ resembi en<~e to that
7<

generated in November 1970. The changes have come as a com-
bined result of a product oriented influence in accounting
and at the request of the APD Manager. The increase in use-
fulness for running the divisions is apparent.
Corporate headquarters and centralized services costs
are allocated to all divisions. The aggregate figure re-
presents a complex schedule of costs for various services such
as general accounting/payroll, cost accounting, duplicating
costs, facilities occupancy, personnel administration, and
corporate staff. Each of these areas is allocated on a base
vrhich seeTS appropriaf
e
/# Allocation bases range from very
obvious and impartial constants such as number of employees
for personnel administration and square footare for- occupancy
to a very individualized scheme for allocating the costs of
the corporate staff. In this last category the total salary
of Mr. Baucom and his secretary is allocated to APD. The
salaries of others on the corporate staff a^e allocated in a
way that attempts to measure their contribution or involvement
with APD. Other parts of the corporate assessment are dis-
tributed according to historical usage (legal services) and
applied data (purchasing operations, cost accounting) etc.
Although the distribution of these costs and the amount will
always be controversial in a stituation such as that at MTI,
the allocation and amount of the change appears reasonable.
It maybe questioned whether the utility of the accounting




Dr. Cherian stressed 3 major corporate objectives at the
initial brief ing, 30% compound growth rate in sa^es, 30-^0^
growth in profits and 7% return on sales after taxes. To t>ese
goals, Mr. Recup^ro added another which he felt was paramount,
20# return on investment (ROI). This led to a request for
balance sheets and income statements for the individual
divisions, the former to measure as well as possible the
actual investment, and the latter to measure the return and
various growth factors. Neither statement was forthcoming.
That these statements do not exist in discrete form for AED
and Instrument Division was not a surorise but was di sappointinp-,
That the statements aooarently do not exist for L.A.B. and
Boice was shocking. The extent nf income statement informa-
tion produced for APD after many requests was a hand written
presentation of net income after taxes on a sales analysis
table. It is totally inconsistent and unsatisfactory from a
s^and point of developing: new businesses to be without this
information. Since L.A.B. is serviced by a separate auditor,
it is virtually unbelievable that a discrete balance sheet and
income statement is n^t readily available for that division.
Pursuing the investment figures further, Mr. Baucom
stated that he did not have investment figures either but
added that this information was beinp- worked ud and should be
available soon. Later we asked Mr. Faucom for the source of
the investment figures used to comoute ROI for the annual
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business rlans. He candidly reported that these fibres were
"out of the blue" and that they ha ,r e rince proved to be in-
accurate. The figures are nn longer bei r\p used.
Under centralized accounting and financial control certain
economies have accrued to APD. Prnppr-iy speaking they are
clearly economics and not synergy however. Centralized
cash manarpment elininat.es individual lin^s of credit and
selves the sa^e rugose as if the individual businesses were
a sinrie entity. Similar economies exist in all other facets
of finance and accountinp- such as posting of accounts and
payroll. Any further economies in administration and control
as a result of any proposed reorganization would be limited
to savings in report preparation, audit costs, etc. These
savinps are not material.
The proposed reorganization, specifically the relocation
of certain functions and part of the Instrument Division to
Hyde Park will result in some savings in overhead charges.
Clearly occupancy charges will be reduced, there may be some
contraction nf super -1 '-' ry and white collar services and the
labor cnsts associated with instrument assembly will be re-
duced because of the prevailing rate at Hyde Park. Further
the fixed oyprhea^ base at Boice wi^l be expanded further
relieving some cost pressure. These savings will be offset
and probably overcome by filling the vacant position? in AFD
and the creation of a New Products post in the corporate staff.
7U

Tine proposed addition of the pear tester to the product line
at L.A.P. will not have any material ef'ect except to rermit
a proper evaluation of the direct and irdirect costs associated
with the machine.
The major impact of the "Proposed restructuring is con-
ceptual. As long" as APD regains in bits ar^ pieces it is
easy to retain a project oriented view. This is not con-
ducive to isolation of investment, inventory control and
discrete financial analysis. Physical separatior of a
fledgling business permits easier and more concrete deter-ni ra-
tion of stand-alone status. It also serves to establish a
business identity which may be helpful in the market.
The establishment of the New Products post on the cor-
porate staff should be helpful from an accounting stard point.
Research and development costs associated with new products
can either be written oT or capitalized. New Products will
recommend that certain products be assigned to Al-D for- mar-
keting and further development. The R&D costs for these
ite-s should be capitalized at this point to form an accounting
an^ financial genesis, '1'he costs associated w^th other pro-
ducts which are transferred to APD for hol.di.nr until they are
sold outr^rht should be written off at this sa~e poin+- in time.
The question, "What has ""TI done for since
acquisition?" arises. Specifically it refers to Roice and
L.A. C . ir the present cortext but the question is renera"! and
7^

can refer to any acquisition as we"1 1 as internally p-enerated
business. From the financial and accounting standpoint, it
appears that the external affairs are vastly improved. In-
voices, payroll, tax obligations and the like are well under
control. On the other hand modern, product oriented cost
accounting and control techniques have not yet been instituted.
Local managers at Boice and L.A.B. feel that tney have lost
out in the deal. The contend that before acquisition, the
account inp- function was local and they had access to the informa-
tion they needed to control production. After acquisition,
account inp- moved to Latham and any worthwhile information from
an operating st^ndnoint was lost. MTI should apply its
sophisticated equipment and knowledge of accounting to im-
prove any acquisition as rapidly as possible. Clearly,
Mr. Paucom is well aware of the accounting data presently
available and he understands well how to use it. He also
understands well how to use variances, budgets and production
oriented reports. He needs this information badly, but does
not have it. He reports that only now is accounting beginning
to generate reports which approach the degree of infon ation
which was available at the time of acquisition. The 2 or 3
year ti^e la^ is totally unacceptable. A business could
easily p-o under in that period of time. If MTI is goinp: to
be in the business o f prowin<~ businesses and part of that will
be done through acquisition, then a hirh priority must be
placed on thp necessary accounting staff to ^eorranize an
acquisition an^ put the^ on a firm accounting footinr as rapidly

as possible. Indeed the interest must te even ^or^ funda-
mental . Countless businesses have discovered that- "they've
been had" after rr.aking an acquisition. Needless to say, it is
better to find out sooner than later.
P/!TI should develop machine account inr reports which
support product oriented businesses. Of the EDP reports
current"1 y generated probably only the overhead summary is
truly informative to prod ction people. While the importance
of the complete traceability of charpes wh^ch is represented
by the present system is not underestimated, these reports
are of only academic interest to operating production per-
sonnel. They do not merit distribution outside of the
accounting section. The project summary cou^d be p useful
report. In its present form, however, it is too voluminous.
It should be modified to print out only those projects whose
profit margins have declined to below some predetermined
level. The sa^e report could be modified to monitor performance
against budget. It could flag adverse performance against
that standard as well. Treating this as an "exception" report
should si pnificantly reduce its volume an<^ increase its
usefulness
.
In place of th<= reports now generated which remain ouite
well suited to control o r R&D activity so- e product oriented
reports should be developed. Production performance against
standards or budget should be reported with accor-p-nyinr
variances. These reports should be generated at least weekly.
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Machine output time is available to construct the reports
.
Local plant managers should be instructed in their use and
indeed should participate in their development. Inventory
control is another area which should receive prompt
attention for machine prepared reports.
The corporate structure lacks discipline. It should
be cleaned up to emphasize a firmness of committment on the
part of MTI . The existence of Boice Realty is valueless to
MTI. It can be argued that it might be of value to a
potential buyer but this is hardly a positive approach . A
valid argument c*n be presented for each separate deviation
from a clean structure, i.e., all subsidiaries owned by MTI
and on the same fiscal and operating year. One such arrument
is that the present setup causes little harm and it would be
expensive to chanpe. Also there are few specific ^reruments
which can be directed against the present setup except that
it is not orderly. Orce again, if MTI is poinr to make
acquisitions in the interest of growing businesses, then
future acquisitions should be made with the discipline that
that purpose conveys. It sterns logical to extend that
philosophy to previous holdings as well.
As businesses grow, the authority of the managers to
commit funds should grow with them. It is noted that
Mr. Apkarian has retained personal control over all capital
expenditures. This leads to the situation where an indiv-
idual must seek approval and drain Mr. Apkarian' s time to pur-
chase relatively minor ite-s of office or plant equipment. The
sa--e individual ~py have th<= authority to sren^ thousands o' dollars
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on an overhead account without approval.
MTI should review its criteria for judging the success
or failure of new ventures. Considering the diversity, size
and maturity of business operations is APD it is doubtful that
a precise set of heuristics can be set to establish a divest
or stand-alone decision. Yet some criteria should be developed
to measure success or failure beyond the somewhat vague
standards that are now applied to APD. No one contends that
the 1970 performance of L.A.B. (negative sales growth, negative
profit growth, kk% return on sales after taxes, 16% ROI based
on the $300,000 investment used in the business report) or
Boice ($100,000 loss) meets MTI's performance criteria. Of
course, this performance is attributed largely to the general
business slow down and to a general lack of market (and
marketing) vigor. Still one would conclude that performance
which satisfies the existing criteria is at least anticipated.
But... forecasted sales in Mr. Recupero's report dated 11/23/70
are flat for L.A.B. at $1,100,000 and grow at about 17% for
Boice. Mr. Baucom's forecast as stated in the business plan
on the other hand shows respective prowth in sales of '}2%
and 42^ and generally satisfactory achievement of all stated
criteria except that forecasted ^01 for Boice never rises
above 8.7^. The fact that the forecasts of the two men are
different is not at issue here; the main issue is that continued
interest in the 2 firms appears to be based more on feel than
any definable criteria. Some decision rules should
exist to measure the way in which incubator businesses
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respond to the application of vTI*s expertise. Businesses
which do not respond should become candidates for divestiture.
The fact that irreducibles such as complementary product lines,
etc. enter into the decision is acknowledged but it should be
clear and well understood when business is maintained solely
on irreducibles
.
Indeed the value of the entire APD venture is questionable
in 1 ight of current facts. According to data supplied APD
(including Redford) produced a net income after tax r s of $25,000
on sales of $5.1 million. This yields slightly less than \%
on sales. Deducting these figures from the consolidated in-
come statement reveals tha^ the rest of MTI generated $728,000
on $^.9 million sa"les which is a return of 14.6#. Persistence
with APD requires considerable faith and heavy weighting of
irreducibles
.
If ROI is to be used to evaluate new and growing businesses
high priority should be given to developing an investment figure
In addition to speed in determining the figure attention must
be directed to the nature of the figure. MTI's current ap-
proach is to use an operating investment of inventories plus
receivables. This does not seem to be adequate conceptually
for measurement of performance. It would not put equal weight
on the very new business with low figures for both inventories
and receivables and an older more established business. Some
form of capital investment, such as tota"1 assets minus current
liabilities, would seem more in line for POI . At least then
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all divisions would be on an equal footing (assuming that
development costs are capitalized). Inventories plus re-
ceivables is not even lister! as an alternative for invest-
ment in the 2nd edition of C. T. Horngren's text on Cost
Accounting. Although this is not an argument in itself it
does indicate that POI using that base is not a common
practice
.
It is suggested that a proper performance criteria for
incubator businesses lies completely in the realm of per-
formance against rationally anrl realistically arrived at
budgets. Although it is difficult to develop these budgets
their importance and relevance cannot be underestimated.
The budget can reflect the real expectations of top management
recognizing the environment, the investment, the nature of
the market, technical diTiculties and the product line.
The budget can be demanding but reasonably so whereas compound
growth curves can only march on without sensitivity. Managers
can recognize factors that result in failure to meet compound
growth criteria and thus excuse failure without panic but they
"iay do sn without Vno'"un<- whether the degree of short fall was
appropriate. A well conceived budget can lessen this risv,
ROI is also inappropriate to measure performance of incubator
businesses. ROI is a loner term measure, it is properly
applied to the performances of a business when sufficient time
has elarsed to smooth out inventory balancer;, depreciation, etc
Evaluation of incubator businesses on the other hand should be
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on a 2 or perhaps 3 year basis. To judge a business on R I
over such a short span could lead to improper decisions re-
lative to necessary investments for optimum operations. An
excellent discussion of this topic can be found in Bruce D.
Henderson and John Dearden, "New System for Divisional
Control", Harvard Business Review (Septe^b^r-October 1Q66).
It aDnpa^s that a budget oriented system is current"1 y in use
for evaluation at MTI but it is not formally recoprr zed and
refined for use in possible divestiture decisions.
As a side issue in the discussion of ROI, contrary to the
stated interest in ROI, MTI uses a "cost" transfer price for
intercompany transfers except between Turbonetics and Redford.
Consistent application of ROI as a goal would demand market
pricing which may not be in the best long run interests of the
firm.
The ma.lor practical difficulties observed from the ac-
counting and financial view point result from the change or
added dimension in ^TI ' s orientation to include "the business
of p-rowi np businesses". The very high duality and resoonsive
finance pir\f\ accounting which supported P&D ^ust chanre to
provide a similar quality and responsiveness for production
oriented business. In the last few months it is clear that MTI




MTI hns grown raridly and has provided it '.elf a capacity
for future growth in so^e areas of ^ara overrent . In oth^r
areas, noteably marketing, there is ar urgent need for great°r
attention at the present ti^e, and the need increases with
growth in product oriented business. There is o.ie function,
New Products, which is not now staffed or ev ^n provided as a
separate organizational entity. There must be a driving force
across the filters which separate APD from internal and
external growth potentials on the one hand, and standi alone
company status on the other. Per^atio- is insufficient to
achievo stated goals for growth. The New Products function
at the corporate level, flexible in its co r position but encom-
passing expertise in turning ideas into profit, could provide
this force. In matters of policy it could well be guided by
the deliberations of a Technical Board, ensuring that long
term value is not sacrificed for short term profit.
The divisions of APD are not qualified to Starr] alon°
now, an^ it is not at all sure that they will be in the near
future. In order to stand alonp, a co ro p-ny must first be
profitable, and second demonstrate the capability to con-
tinue that profitability without assistance fro™ APD. At
present i.t cannot be deter^iin^d wh^t rrof ; ta v il i ty ( n0T) accrue:
to each division since individual profits are not readily
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available and investments or pssets have not been segregated
.
This problem is considered to be one of major mapriitude
inasmuch as it stands directly in the way of MTI's stated
objective of srinn ; ner off new business for a ornfit. Once
the capability to monitor profitability is established, a
candidate for standi np ^lone must be shown to be able to sur-
vive (and prosper) w'th little cr no assistance f^om ^TI
corporate management.
As well as being c p-""! y defined, the candidate's assets
should bp concentrated au one location. Diffusion of assets
or o^ personnel (as in Poice Gages at present) can only con-
fuse operations and the calculation of essential accounting
information for an established company. This separation of
integral parts cannot be tolerated in a company attempting to
beco^p established. In the case o r Boice Cages, we recommend
that ail functions except accounting an^ finance v^e returned
to Hyde Parv . We ?>lso feel that the addition of ID and AED
at that location would lead to more efficient use o r facilities,
an^ so^e technological synerry in the field o r dimensional
measurement. After some s-all divestitures, S"ai 1 product
lines with possible future synergy or with hirh present pro-
fit should remain in "Leftover Inc." at Latham as a base on
which to build in the future.
Since the market segment of APD is a small percentage of
the total, an^ since L.A.B. is now serving a large percentage
pa

of the market for It's nprrow product line, it appears mandatory
that sales be increased by development of a bro-d^r prod' ct
base. Use of ex ; sting capacity, even if not taxinr tech-
nological or innovative expertise, cou"M add -at^ria"1 1 y to
prof i tability
.
In order to Incubate new business AFD requires managerial
strength in the areas of marketing-, engineering and manufact-
uring as well as in new products as previously discussed.
Development o^ these functions in each candidate for stand
alone status is necessary, and can only be achieved through
guidance from the Divisional level. The marketing function
is in particular need of strengthening in the immediate future.
The dream of an WTI sales force is some years from reality,
and in the meantime sales representatives must be selected in
a logical fashion and developed assiduously by rersonal con-
tact, extensive literature and eye catching news releases.
Throughout our indoctrination at and study of NT I we
frequently heard the word synergy. We have the impression that
some magic way is being sought to achieve NT I ' s ambitious goals.
We feel that these goals are achieveable but that the necessary
prescription is primarily good hard w^rk, and only secondarily
synergy. ^TT is blessed w* th many highly dedicated, loyal and
competent people. Their effective, coordinated effort is the
only magic amulet we found. We hope that our recommendations
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